MODERN SLAVERY AND HUMAN TRAFFICKING STATEMENT

Introduction

The following statement is made by the University of Essex in acknowledgement of section 54(1) part 6 of the Modern Slavery Act 2015 and sets out the steps that the University has taken, and will be taking, to ensure that slavery and human trafficking are not taking place in our supply chains or in any part of our core activities.

Modern slavery is a crime and a violation of fundamental human rights. It takes various forms, such as slavery, servitude, forced and compulsory labour and human trafficking, all of which have in common the deprivation of a person’s liberty by another in order to exploit them for personal or commercial gain.

Our Organisation

Established over 50 years ago, the University of Essex has gained a global reputation for pioneering research which helps change lives. The University provides a research-led education which equips students with the curiosity and capability for personal and professional success. Our mission is to contribute to society through excellence in education and excellence in research.

Our spend categories and those that present risks of human rights abuses

The principal categories of spend which CPU deems as carrying material risks are:

Laboratory consumables, ICT equipment and some estates services. The corresponding source countries are as follows:

- Laboratory consumables, including gloves - Malaysia, Indonesia, India, Pakistan
- ICT equipment - East Asia, China, India, Eastern Europe, Mexico
- Estates services including Construction and Security Services – mainly United Kingdom

Our Policies and Actions to Prevent Slavery and Human Trafficking

The University has taken the following actions:-
• Within our supply chain for the provision of goods, services and works, we include in all of our tendering exercises above £25,000, appropriate questions to suppliers related to Modern Slavery and Human Trafficking. This forms part of our assessment for a supplier’s suitability for selection.

  The questions cover the following topics:
  - The use of child labour and other forms of trafficking in human beings
  - Breaches of labour law obligations
  - The use of supply chain management tracking systems
  - Commitment to annual reporting on Slavery and Human Trafficking

• Our catering outlets provide Fairtrade/ Rain Forest Alliance certification tea and coffee as standard offerings and actively reduce the use of plastic.

• We require all potential new staff attending an interview at the University to provide documentation to demonstrate their Right to Work within the UK.

• We have assessed our key construction suppliers and reviewed their Modern Slavery Policies.

• We have amended our standard tender documentation and now ask Modern Slavery related questions on tenders over £25,000.

• We have developed and had approved a University Slavery and Human Trafficking Policy.

**Our Future Actions**

During 2019 we will:

• Include in our process for non- European Journal tenders appropriate questions to suppliers on Modern Slavery. This will form part of our assessment for their suitability for selection and will apply to all tenders run by Procurement.

• Continue to work with the relevant purchasing consortia, that, where the University utilises the consortia frameworks, the suppliers on that framework have been appropriately assessed. This will be particularly important in the case of laboratory consumables and ICT equipment. CPU will volunteer to be part of the framework evaluation team.

• Review University Slavery and Human Trafficking policy

• We will continue to implement and develop our procedures to address the risks slavery and human trafficking represent in our supply chains and core operations.
This statement will be reviewed annually to monitor progress in minimising the risk of slavery and human trafficking occurring in any part of the University's supply chains or core operations.
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